The magnetic moment of an electron is (semiclassically) modeled by a loop of current threaded by a flux quantum +o=?ry
implies that the size of the @are) electronic charge must be ex- It is often useful to construct classical or semiclassical models to assist in a conceptual understanding of various aspects of quantum mechanical systems D One such model for the magnetic moment of an elementary particle is a rotating sphere with a uniform ratio of charge to mass density. This simple model' gives the relationship between magnetic moment p and angular momentum Q which is only a factor of two different from the analogous quantum mechanical
Bohr magnetic moment PB =-SE 2mc l (2) (Recall that for the electron the projection of the spin angular momentum is equal to h/2, ) Gaussian units are used throughout this paper; e is the charge of the positron; the symbols Ii, m, and c have their usual meanings.
Another semiclassical model of long standing2 describing the spin and magnetic moment of an electron considers the electron to move with the velocity c in a circle of radius Xe/20 This model gives the correct (spin) angular momentum E/2, but gives pB/2 for the magnetic moment, again off by (only) a factor of two. A detailed quantum mechanical analysis of a free Dirac electron has been made by Huang, 3 leading to a remarkably similar picture. In this analysis it was shown that Zitterbewegung, a phenomenon first studied by Schrb'dinger , 4 causes the electron to circulate in a kind of orbital motion of radius X e' This circulation is due to the components of the vacuum fluctuations of momentum less than mc, the total energy of which is essentially determined by the electron mass. Further, Huang has shown that the correct angular momentum Ii/2 and magnetic moment pB are associated with this motion, The -3-success of the Fermi formula5 in describing the.hyperfine splitting of atoms with zero orbital angular momentum6 is strong experimental evidence that the magnetic moment of the electron is due to electric currents. 7
From the above results it appears reasonable to (semiclassically) model the magnetic moment of an electron by a loop of conductor containing a current which generates the moment's flux, We shall assume that the conductor contains a charge density, the integral of which is equal to the electronic charge.
The motion of this charge gives the loop current. 
where q is the charge of the current carrier; q = -2e and c$, N" 2 x 10 -7 Gcm2,
indicating that the superconducting current is carried by Cooper pairs lo of electrons. This is considered a triumph in the theory of superconductivity and 
Using A = 7rg2 and substituting Eq. (5) into (7) yields P = W. (8) where K= 1 4 In (I,4 6) a
One notes that the magnetic moment of the loop is proportional to its "size"
(Le, , k) while its "shape" (i.e. , the ratio &/a) enters only in the argument of a logarithm, resulting in a very weak shape dependence--extremely weak for large d/(7.
To show that relativistic considerations restrict the permissible range of the ratio a/l, we solve for the circulating charge velocity v required to maintain one flux quantum $. through the loop. Noting that I = ev/2n6, one sees from Eqs. (5) and (6) that
If one assumes that the speed of light is the maximum realistically allowable velocity, then Eq. (10) 
where X = h/me, Then taking 2c as a reasonable upper limit imposed by relativity on the velocity (the factor 2 is to allow for modeling errors) will give k its smallest value, Xe/2. At this limit a has its largest value, 0.5 x 10 -57 cm 0
The analysis of this loop model gives no indication of a maximum value for k.
However, quantum mechanical considerations, specifically the Heisenberg uncertainty principle and also the detailed analysis of Huang, leave little motivation for considering 6 to significantly exceed XeO If, motivated by quantum mechanical considerations, one assumes k -Xe, then v ti c and the dimension a must be infinitesimal, going like
where q is a number on the order of unity, Expression (14) 
can, using Eqs. (2), (3), (8), and (9), be shown to be given by
The electrostatic energy associated with this loop is shown in Appendix A to be
Using Eqs D (8) and (9) to eliminate the ratio CZ,& yields (18) or approximately one-quarter of the electron mass. (The second term is < 1% of the electron mass for k -Xe., )
If one were now to view the electron as a small circulating sphere of radius a, rather than spread out over the loop, the energy would, of course, diverge like a-lo As an aside we remark that in this case, by taking motivation from the quantum mechanical results mentioned below, one may still retrieve the functional dependence of the energy upon cz and B exhibited in Eqs, (16) and (17), This can be done by taking the existence of the vacuum pairs into account (semiclassically) by means of the constitutive relations. 18
The interesting features of Eqs. (16) and (17) Referring again to Fig. 2 , it is interesting to observe that any force which tends to increase k will likewise tend to increase ,LL. Now both the self-electric and -magnetic forces of the loop can be seen to operate in this sense, implying that these forces will tend to increase the static magnetic moment (presumably after the renormalization process has, through the electron mass, determined the loop size), A semiclassical study of this model has, in fact, already been made by Koba, 21 who showed that the loop expansion due to vacuum fluctuations gives an effect larger than the reduction (due to wobbling) found by Welton, 22
yielding an overall increase in the magnetic moment equal to g PR, a result first derived by Schwinger. where q -1, pertinent to charged lepton structure.
In conclusion, without an underlying quantum mechanical theory describing the structure of the electron, and giving meaning to the expression for its selfmass, the significance of these results is rather difficult to assess. However, the semiclassical loop model is simple and easy to visualize and it exhibits a mathematical behavior very similar to that of the quantum mechanical system it is to represent, Hopefully, then, through these features it can help furnish useful insights into the structure of the electron.
The author thanks S. J, Brodsky for important discussions about this model and its possible interpretations and implications.
THE ENERGY TO CHARGE A RING IN FREE SPACE
The charge Q on a conductor of (free space) capacitance C is given by
where V is the potential. The energy W to charge the capacitor is where the origin has been placed at the center of the ring and the point at which the potential is calculated is that part nearest the origin (in e. , r = 4-a; cf, 
